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Abstract
This paper presents the design and implementation of
the first in-band full duplex WiFi-PHY based MIMO ra-
dios that practically achieve the theoretical doubling of
throughput. Our design solves two fundamental chal-
lenges associated with MIMO full duplex: complexity
and performance. Our design achieves full duplex with a
cancellation design whose complexity scales almost lin-
early with the number of antennas, this complexity is
close to the optimal possible. Further we also design
novel digital estimation and cancellation algorithms that
eliminate almost all interference and achieves the same
performance as a single antenna full duplex SISO sys-
tem, which is again the best possible performance. We
prototype our design by building our own analog circuit
boards and integrating them with a WiFi-PHY compati-
ble standard WARP software radio implementation. We
show experimentally that our design works robustly in
noisy indoor environments, and provides close to the ex-
pected theoretical doubling of throughput in practice.

1 Introduction

Full duplex radios have garnered significant attention re-
cently in academia and industry [17, 11, 23, 22, 16, 19,
18, 15, 29, 20, 26, 24]. Several efforts are now under-
way to include full duplex technology in future cellular
5G standards [3], as well as explore applications of the
technology in current wireless infrastructure. However
these efforts are hampered by the fact that there aren’t
viable and efficient full duplex designs that can work in
conjunction with MIMO. Specifically, no current practi-
cal designs are known which can enable one to build a
M antenna full duplex MIMO radio that can transmit and
receive from all antennas at the same time and double
the throughput. The best known prior MIMO full duplex
system, MIDU [11] requires 4M antennas for building a
full duplex M antenna MIMO radio, and even then fails
to provide the needed self-interference cancellation for
WiFi systems (20 MHz bandwidth) to achieve the ex-
pected doubling of throughput.

Recent work has however demonstrated that a single
antenna (SISO) full duplex system is practically possi-
ble [14]. Specifically, it demonstrates the design and
implementation of a cancellation system for a SISO sys-
tem that completely cancels self-interference to the noise
floor and consequently achieves the theoretical doubling
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Figure 1: Shows a 3 Antenna MIMO Full Duplex node,
with different interference’s referred as talk. Every chain
sees 2 other cross-talks other than the self-talk.

of throughput. A natural question therefore is why not
just replicate the same design M times to build a MIMO
M full duplex radio? After all, a MIMO radio can be
conceptually and physically viewed as a collection of M
single antenna SISO full duplex radios.

The challenge is cross-talk interference as seen in
Fig. 1. When a full duplex MIMO radio transmits, the
transmission from any one of the M antennas (inter-
changeably referred to as transceiver chains) propagates
to the other antenna (chains) and causes a large amount
of interference. For the sake of clarity, in this paper
we will refer to the self-interference at a receive chain
caused by a transmission from the TX-chain with which
the receive chain shares an antenna as “self-talk”, and
the interference from a neighboring TX chain’s transmis-
sion as “cross-talk”. Since MIMO antennas are closely
spaced due to size constraints, this cross-talk is ex-
tremely strong, almost 75-80dB stronger than the de-
sired signal that is being received on that chain. Con-
sequently, even if we have cancellation circuits and al-
gorithms that cancel every chain’s self-talk, there is an
extremely strong cross-talk interference that can saturate
the receive chain.

A naive solution is to introduce a separate copy of the
cancellation circuit and DSP algorithm for each pair of
chains that experiences cross-talk. If there are M anten-
nas, then it would imply a total of M2 circuits and DSP
algorithms. In other words complexity grows quadrati-
cally with the number of antennas, which is untenable as
MIMO systems go towards 4 to 8 antennas. Supporting
16 cancellation circuits and DSP implementations (for 4
antenna MIMO) on even a WiFi AP based form-factor
is untenable (our analysis suggested that with the current
SISO design we would need 400sq.cm of analog circuit
area and a high-end Virtex FPGA that consumes 80W
of power to accommodate the DSP computations). Com-
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plexity impacts more than space and power consumption,
cancellation systems (both analog and digital) need to be
tuned continuously to adapt to environmental changes.
The time for tuning scales linearly with the complex-
ity, hence it would take M2 time longer to tune such
a design’s MIMO self-interference cancellation system.
The best known prior algorithm for tuning [14] requires
around a millisecond to tune, so we would need 16 ms
to tune for a 4 antenna MIMO system which would be
untenable even in a slowly changing environment like
indoor WiFi (coherence times are on the order of tens
of milliseconds), let alone mobile environments such as
LTE.

A second problem is performance itself. The key met-
ric is the residual interference left after cancellation at
each receive chain, the residual directly translates to de-
crease in SNR for the desired received signal. As we
will show in Sec. 3, even if one could accommodate a
quadratic number of circuits and DSP cancellation im-
plementations, the performance degrades linearly with
the number of MIMO chains. In other words, the resid-
ual interference after cancellation at each receive chain
increases linearly with M. This is due to the accumu-
lation of the residual interference from all the cross-talk
and self talk cancellation systems. Once again, as MIMO
systems scale to support many antennas, this essentially
limits the performance gains of full duplex.

This paper presents the design and implementation of
a MIMO WiFi full duplex radio. Our M antenna full
duplex MIMO radio uses each antenna for simultaneous
transmit and receive, i.e., it uses the same number of an-
tennas as a standard half duplex M-antenna MIMO radio
unlike prior designs. The design uses slightly more than
M× cancellation circuits and DSP algorithms (w.r.t to
SISO full duplex design) to cancel all the self and cross
talks. In other words, complexity scales linearly with
the number of chains, which is the best performance one
could expect. Further, the performance does not degrade
linearly with the number of MIMO chains, i.e., the resid-
ual interference is the same as the SISO design and does
not increase linearly with the number of chains. We pro-
totype our design and integrate it with the off-the-shelf
WARP software radios [6] running a stock WiFi base-
band and demonstrate experimentally that it achieves
close to the theoretical doubling of throughput.

Our design solves the key challenge of efficiently and
effectively achieving the MIMO full duplex using two
major ideas as follows.
• First, a key insight is that MIMO chains are co-located,

i.e., “they share a similar environment”. Intuitively, the
signals transmitted by two neighboring antennas (sep-
arated by a few cm) go through a similar set of reflec-
tors and attenuations in the environment [21]. Can-
cellation systems are essentially trying to model these

distortions, so when we want to model cross-talk, we
can reuse the work that has been done for modeling
the chain’s own self-talk interference. This results in
a novel “cascaded” filter structure for cancellation that
results in an overall design that has near-linear com-
plexity scaling with the number of MIMO antennas.

• Second, the reason performance degrades linearly with
the SISO replication based design is that each of the M
independent cancellation algorithms for self-talk and
cross-talk at a receive chain produce their own estima-
tion error which add up to the linear degradation. Our
key insight here is to leverage the fact that we have M
transmitters available that can concurrently send train-
ing symbols. Specifically, we design a training pream-
ble for WiFi that allows each receive chain to estimate
each of the self-talk and cross-talk channels with an
error that is M times lower than the SISO design by
combining information from all M training symbols.
Consequently, in our design when the estimation errors
add up for the self-talk and cross-talk cancellations, the
overall error or residue is the same as a SISO system
would have achieved, which is the best one can hope
for. Further the algorithms are modular and structured
in a way that, if in the future the SISO full duplex de-
sign manages to improve its performance even further,
the MIMO design in this paper immediately benefits.

We prototype our design using our own custom de-
signed analog cancellation circuits, and integrate them
with novel implementation of our digital cancellation al-
gorithms using off-the-shelf WARP radios [6]. Our ex-
periments demonstrate that in a 3× 3 configuration, our
system achieves a performance that leaves a negligible
1dB of self-interference after cancellation. We also show
that our system achieves a 95% throughput gain over half
duplex radios using a standard WiFi compliant OFDM
PHY of 20MHz for 802.11n for all different modulations
(BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM and 64 QAM) and coding rates
of (1/2,2/3,3/4,5/6), supporting three streams for 3 × 3
MIMO.

2 The Problem

In this section, we describe the nature of interference in
a MIMO full duplex radio and then discuss the architec-
tural challenges in designing a cancellation system.

Self-talk or cross talk (or for that matter any trans-
mitted signal) is made up of three major components
[7, 12, 4]:

• Linear Signal: This is the signal that the baseband mo-
dem wanted to transmit and is then distorted by chan-
nel reflections. It’s linear because it can be represented
as a linear combination of delayed and summed copies
of the same signal that arise from environmental multi-
path reflections.
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Power level in dBm Cancellation needed in dB

Total TX signal 20 105

Linear component 20 105

Non-linear component -10 75

Transmitter Noise -20 65

Power and Interference relative to noise floor of -85 dBm

(a) The different components of the transmitted signal (self-talk) for a
typical WiFi radio. The second column tabulates the amount of self-
talk cancellation needs to eliminate the corresponding self-talk com-
ponent to the noise floor.

MIMO FD, Receiver 1 Power in dBm Cancellation needed (dB)

Self-
talk

Cross 
talk 1

Cross 
talk 2

Self
talk

Cross
talk 1

Cross 
talk 2

Overall signal at antenna 1 15 -9 -15 100 76 70

Linear component 15 -9 -15 100 76 70

Non-linear component -15 -39 -45 70 46 40

Transmitter noise -25 -49 -55 60 36 30

Power and Interference relative to noise floor of -85 dBm

MIMO FD, Receiver 1 Self-talk Cross Talk 1 Cross Talk 2
Analog cancellation 65 dB 41 dB 35 dB
Digital cancellation 35 dB 35 dB 35 dB

Cancellation Requirement

(b) Interference components and cancellation requirements for 3 an-
tenna MIMO full duplex. The first table describes the levels of differ-
ent interference components (linear, non-linear and transmit noise) that
make up self-talk and cross-talks at one receiver in a 3 antenna MIMO
radio. Cross-talk 1 is from the neighboring antenna and cross-talk 2 is
from the farther neighboring antenna. The second table lists the overall
cancellation needed, here the values are bumped up by 5dB relative to
the first table to ensure that even when the residues left from the self-
talk and the two cross-talk cancellations are added up, the overall noise
floor does not go up (else it would go up by 5dB if the cancellation
requirement for each component did not have a 5dB margin).

Figure 2: Requirement tables

• Non-linear Signal: This is the signal that is generated
due to non-linear transformations that the linear signal
goes through when it is passed through analog radio
components such as mixers, power amplifiers in the
transmit chain [28].

• Transmit Noise: This is the noise that is generated by
active components in the TX chain such as power am-
plifiers and local oscillators (we club things such as
broadband noise and phase noise into this term for the
sake of brevity).

The relative strengths of these components depends on
the quality of the radio. Fig. 2a tabulates the strengths of
the different components we empirically measured for a
commodity 20dBm WiFi SISO radio, and the amount of
cancellation needed to eliminate them in a full duplex
system. Note that this is a cheap radio widely used in
many commercial WiFi devices [4, 6], so we believe this
is representative of the WiFi radios in general.

The above analysis is of course true even for a sin-
gle antenna radio without MIMO, and recent work [14]
describes cancellation techniques that eliminate all self-
talk. However, what is unique with MIMO is cross-
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Figure 3: Prior best performing SISO full duplex design.
The figure on the right shows an equivalent conceptual
filter based view of self-talk cancellation. The filter is
parameterized by its complexity, the number of taps. The
filter subsumes both analog and digital cancellation.

talk. In other words, the interference that results at a re-
ceive chain due to a transmission from a neighboring co-
located MIMO antenna/chain. In a 3 antenna full duplex
MIMO radio, each receiver chain would see two cross-
talk signals from the other two antennas as seen in Fig.
1.

Cross-talk is slightly weaker than the self-talk gener-
ated by the chain’s own transmission, but is still quite
strong and has all the above three enumerated compo-
nents. Like the earlier SISO design [14] (as shown in
Fig. 3), the transmit noise component of the cross-talk
signal has to be canceled in the analog domain, whereas
the non-linear and linear components could be canceled
in both analog and digital domains. Fig. 2b tabulates
the strengths of the various components that make up
a cross-talk and self-talk signal in a typical 3-antenna
MIMO WiFi radio with 20dBm1 transmit power (note
that the power is divided equally among all three trans-
mitters, so the power out of each antenna is 15dBm).

2.1 Why can’t we reuse the SISO full du-
plex design by replicating it?

At first glance, the MIMO interference cancellation
problem looks quite similar to a SISO full duplex prob-
lem, only replicated a few times. After all the cross-talk
signal that needs to be canceled looks like an attenuated
version of a chain’s own self-talk signal that the SISO
design manages to cancel completely. So why couldn’t
we replicate the SISO design M2 −M times for each of
the cross-talk signals in a M antenna MIMO radio and be
done with it (as shown in Fig. 4)?

To understand the reason this might not work, it will

1The FCC specifies that the peak power can be 30 dBm [2]. How-
ever OFDM signals have a high PAPR, i.e. the peak power of the output
signal is significantly higher than the average power. For WiFi we find
that the PAPR is 10dB, so the average power we can use is actually
20dBm.
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Figure 4: SISO Replication Based Design: Shows a 3
antenna full duplex MIMO radio, using nine SISO can-
cellation circuits (SISO replication design). This design
uses in total 9N taps for M=3 assuming each circuit re-
quires N filter taps. In the general case this design would
require M2Ṅ for a M antenna full duplex MIMO system.

help to have a conceptual understanding of what a SISO
self-talk cancellation system accomplishes. At its core,
the self-talk cancellation technique can be thought of as
shown in Fig. 3. The input is the baseband signal that is
being transmitted, to which transmit noise is added and
the combined signal is passed through a linear and non-
linear unknown transfer function that captures the distor-
tions introduced by the analog components and the wire-
less channel and is denoted by H. The cancellation cir-
cuits and algorithms are trying to calculate an estimate –
Ĥ – of this unknown transfer function H as accurately as
possible (to the tune of 105dB resolution), and then pass
a copy of the input baseband transmitted signal and noise
through this estimated transfer function Ĥ to recreate the
self-talk and cancel it (shown in Fig. 3). The estimated
transfer functions are created using tunable analog and
digital FIR filters, for example the prior SISO design’s
analog cancellation circuit requires 12 delay-attenuation
taps that each represent a single analog FIR filter tap (re-
fer Fig. 3), and what is being controlled is the weight on
each tap (practically this translates to controlling the at-
tenuator on that delay-attenuation analog line). A similar
FIR filter structure is used for digital cancellation and the
challenge is calculating the weights to use on each of the
taps. So the key challenge the SISO self-talk cancellation
system is solving is calculating a set of FIR filter weights
that can accurately model this unknown and time-varying
transfer function.

Consequently, there are two metrics that characterize
these estimation circuits and algorithms.
• Complexity: can be quantified by the number of filter

taps that are used in the implementations that represent
the estimated Ĥ. The more taps we need, the more
analog circuitry is needed as well as DSP resources in
FPGA to implement them. Keeping the number of taps
low is important so as to reduce the space and power

Cascaded Filter

Taps: N >> C > D
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Figure 5: Cascaded Cancellation Design: Shows a 3
antenna full duplex MIMO radio design with cascaded
filter structure for cancellation. The structure is shown
for receiver chain 1 only, but the same structure is re-
peated for the other chains. For, self-talk cancellation we
have N filter taps on every chain. Further we have C and
D taps feeding in a cascading fashion at the input of the
N tap self-talk cancellation circuit. Notice cross talk 1
is stronger so we need more taps (C > D) as compared
to cross talk 2. However both C and D are significantly
smaller than N.

consumed by analog circuits [10] and DSP logic for
FIR implementations (the baseline is the SISO design
that requires 12 analog taps and 132 digital FIR taps).
To get a sense of the impact, 12 analog taps consume
roughly 24sq.cm of board area. A second consequence
of complexity is the amount of time it takes us to re-
tune the cancellation when the environment changes
(including things such as temperature). The larger the
number of taps, the longer it will take to tune since
there are more variables to estimated. When cancella-
tion is being tuned, the radio cannot be operated in full
duplex mode. Hence tuning time is pure overhead, and
needs to be minimized.

• Estimation error: A second key metric is estimation
error which manifests as residual interference left af-
ter cancellation and directly reduces the SNR of the
desired received signal. A perfectly accurate cancella-
tion system would leave no residue. The baseline for
this metric is the best performing prior SISO self-talk
cancellation design that leaves 1dB of residue over the
noise floor. In other words, the receiver noise floor
is increased by 1dB and therefore the SNR of the re-
ceived signal is also decreased by 1dB. To put this
number in context, this is extremely accurate since at
most normal receive link SNRs, a 1dB decrease will
have negligible impact. The reason for this residue is
estimation and quantization error in the algorithms that
calculate the weights for the filter taps used in analog
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and digital cancellation. Estimation error is inevitable
and cannot be avoided, but its important to keep it as
small as possible.
How well would the SISO replication based design for

MIMO perform on these two metrics? The optimal sce-
nario is that the complexity of a M antenna full duplex
MIMO radio would be M× the complexity of the SISO
design, and it would have the same estimation error as
the SISO design. We cannot do better than a linear in-
crease in complexity and no increase in estimation error.
However, the SISO replication based design has a com-
plexity of M2× the complexity of the SISO design. This
is because it requires us to replicate the SISO design for
each cross-talk factor, and therefore we need a total of
M2 versions of the SISO design. In terms of taps this im-
plies 12×M2 taps in analog circuits alone, along with the
corresponding increase in digital cancellation FIR taps.

Second, this design’s estimation error turns out to be
worse compared to SISO design. At each receiver chain,
we show in Sec. 3.2 that the residual interference scales
linearly with the number of MIMO chains M. Intuitively
the reason is that each replica of the SISO design is run-
ning an independent estimation algorithm for determin-
ing the values of the filter taps to use for cancellation.
Since at each receiver chain we have M versions of the
SISO design running, we will have a M× increase in esti-
mation error and consequently the interference residue.

3 Design

We present a new cross talk cancellation technique for
full duplex MIMO which is scalable and efficient. The
key technique behind our MIMO cancellation design is
a cascaded filter structure. Specifically, we exploit the
fact that in MIMO, cross-talk and self-talk share a sim-
ilar environment (or similar set of multi-path reflection
and attenuation profiles in the channel). Further, cross-
talk across chains is naturally reduced compared to the
chain’s own self-talk because of physical antenna sepa-
ration. We exploit these insights to design a low com-
plexity and highly accurate cross-talk cancellation sys-
tem. For canceling the chain’s own self-talk we use the
design from prior work [14].

3.1 Reducing Complexity: The Cascade
Our design builds on a key insight: co-located MIMO
antennas share a similar environment. In other words,
the transfer function (i.e., the channel response across
the frequency) that transforms the cross-talk signal from
a neighboring transmit chain at the receive chain has
a close relationship with the transfer function that the
chain’s own self-talk undergoes. Intuitively, this is be-
cause the environment around a radio looks essentially
the same to neighboring antennas since they share the
same reflectors in the environment, and the distances to

these reflectors are almost the same from the closely-
spaced antennas. The difference however is that any
cross-talk signal experiences an additional delay before it
arrives at a receive chain as compared to the chain’s own
self-talk signal [21, Sec. 2]. Technically this means that
the phases of self-talk and cross- talks at a given receive
chain might become different due to the delay, but can
still be determined by a fixed relationship depending on
antenna location and the environment. 2 What’s impor-
tant for MIMO full duplex design however is that cross
talk and self talk transfer functions can be expressed as
a function of each other, with a modifying factor to ac-
count for the antenna separation.

The above insight can be mathematically modeled as
a cascade of transfer functions. Let Hi( f ) and Hct( f )
be the transfer functions of the chain’s own self-talk and
cross-talk respectively, which are due to environment
only, these cannot be directly measured. The overall rela-
tionship between these functions can be modeled as fol-
lows:

Hct( f ) = Hc( f ).Hi( f ) (1)

where Hc( f ) is the cascade transfer function. The key
observation is that Hc( f ) which cascaded with Hi( f ) re-
sults in the cross-talk transfer function, is an extremely
simple transfer function. Typically Hc( f ) is a simple de-
lay that corresponds to the fact that the two antennas are
separated and the cross-talk signal experiences slightly
higher delay compared to the self-talk.

How might we exploit this insight? The idea is to
mimic the cancellation design in a cascade similar to the
equation above as seen in Fig.5. Specifically, we could
design simple low-complexity analog cancellation cir-
cuits and digital cancellation filters that model the cas-
cade function Hc( f ). These circuits and filters would
then feed into the cancellation circuits and digital can-
cellation filters for the chain’s own self-talk cancellation
and thus reuse all that circuitry to model the cross-talk
channel. Remember that the circuits and digital filters
for the chain’s own self-talk are modeling Hi( f ), hence
the cascaded structure is essentially recreating the above
Eqn. 1. So the only additional complexity compared to
the optimal MIMO design would be from the circuits and
filters that model the cascade transfer function Hc( f ).

2Note that having a deterministic relationship between the self-talk
and cross-talk channel responses does not contradict the assumption in
MIMO channels that they form spatially independent streams as long
as the antennas are separately by half a wavelength. The phase differ-
ence typically results in spatially independent streams [25]. Second,
note that what we are exploiting is the fact that both the self-talk and
cross-talk channels are correlated in their changes across frequency, i.e.
the way the self-talk channel and cross-talk channels change across fre-
quency are related and is a function of the environment. This fact has
been studied in prior work, for example, a typical point to point LOS in-
door MIMO channel can have a specific relationship across frequency
across the different MIMO paths and still form spatially independent
streams [21, 31, 25].
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The natural question is how to design the cascade cir-
cuits itself? The intuition behind the design is to consider
what the cascade circuits are exactly canceling compared
to the self-talk cancellation circuits. The interference in
the self-talk comes from two major factors. The first are
the reflections from the antenna (impedance mismatch)
and other components such as circulators. The second
are the reflections from the environment. The reflections
from the antenna are only part of the self-talk and are not
part of the cross-talk, whereas the reflections from the
environment are part of both self and cross-talk. Hence,
the cascade cancellation circuit’s job is to only cancel the
environmental reflections.

The second insight is that the environmental reflec-
tions of the cross-talk are related to the environmental
reflections the chain’s own self-talk cancellation circuit
is trying to cancel. To discover this relationship, we con-
duct the following experiment in a wide variety of loca-
tions in indoor scenarios. We first transmit a signal from
a single antenna and measure the environmental channel
response of the reflections at the same antenna [1]. We
then measure the environmental reflection response at the
neighboring MIMO antennas. Measuring the responses
is possible because we know what we are transmitting,
and we can use classic channel estimation techniques to
measure the channel impulse response3. We then calcu-
late the cascade transfer functions as described in Eqn. 1.
We collect these calculated transfer functions and then
check what is the complexity of the cascade cancellation
circuit that can approximate these responses. This is an
optimization problem, where the parameter is the num-
ber of taps that we are allowed to use in the cascade cir-
cuit, and the calculated responses are what we are trying
to fit for. The goal is to minimize the number of taps in
the cascade circuit, while fitting the cascade responses to
a level of 40dB of cancellation (assuming we get 30dB
of interference reduction from antenna separation in the
cross-talk). The details of the technique are described
in [1].

The number of analog taps required to realize the re-
quired performance for MIMO using the cascaded de-
sign calculated via the optimization above is tabulated in
Fig. 6b. For a typical 3 antenna MIMO WiFi radio with
12cm separation between antennas (typical of APs), the
antenna separation itself provides about 24dB of isola-
tion, so we need another 41dB of cross-talk cancellation
in analog (see Table. 2b for requirements). As we can see
we need only four analog taps with the cascaded struc-
ture compared to the 12 taps required by the naive design
for canceling cross-talk at an adjacent antenna and only
two taps, when canceling to the farther out antenna as
shown in Fig. 5. The cascaded design therefore requires

3This experiment is done via WARP software radios as discussed in
evaluation.
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(a) Cancellation performance in the frequency domain for the cas-
caded design and the replication based design with the same complex-
ity for a 3 antenna MIMO full duplex radio operating a WiFi PHY in
a 20MHz band at 0dBm TX power(WARP radios [6]).

SISO replication design Our design 

Analog Cancellation taps (3X3) 108 (12*9) 56 (reduced by 1.92x)

Digital Cancellation taps (3X3) 1188 (132*9) 485 (reduced by 2.45x)

Tuning time (3X3) 9 ms (1ms*9) .024 ms (reduced by 375x)

Analog Cancellation taps (mXm) O(M2N) O(MN)

Digital Cancellation taps (mXm) O(M2R) O(MR)

Tuning time (mXm) O(M2) O(M)

Resource Comparison between SISO replication and Our design

(b) Table showing the reduction in complexity and tuning time with
the cascaded design compared to the replication based design for both
a 3 antenna full duplex MIMO radio as well as the general case of a
M antenna full duplex MIMO radio.

Figure 6: Cascade Design Evaluation.

1.92× lower number of taps compared to the SISO repli-
cation design for a 3 antenna full duplex MIMO radio
as seen in Fig. 6b. The reduction factor approaches the
optimal 3× number as the number of antennas increases.

To verify the improvement for digital cascading (seen
in Fig. 7), we conduct a similar experiment with the same
setup (but with 20 dBm of total TX power). However, we
provide the SISO replication design the required number
of taps to meet the requirement on analog cancellation so
we can specifically evaluate the benefits for digital can-
cellation with cascading. As seen in Fig. 6b, we need
a total of 485 taps to cancel self-talk and cross-talk to
the noise floor for a 3 antenna MIMO radio. Further, for
the SISO replication based design using the same num-
ber of taps (485), the residual interference is still an ad-
ditional 7dB. To achieve the same performance as our
cascaded design with the SISO replication based design,
we would need 1188 or 2.45× more taps as tabulated
in Fig. 6b. Once again the reduction factor approaches
the optimal number M and the number of antennas (M)
grows. Finally in terms of cancellation performance, a
7dB increase in noise floor or reduction in desired sig-
nal’s SNR is quite high by itself, and when we take into
account the reduction in cancellation for analog of 18dB,
we are looking at a 25dB reduction in overall cancella-
tion for the SISO replication based design with the same
complexity as our cascaded structure.
There are two main benefits to reducing complexity:
Reduction in size, cost and tuning time: Each addi-
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Figure 7: Shows the cascaded digital cancellation ar-
chitecture for receiver chain RX1. Similar cascaded dig-
ital cancellation is applied to every receiver i.e., RX2 and
RX3, not shown in this figure. The cascaded analog can-
cellation is implemented as shown in Fig. 5. The shared
FIR brings significant saving of taps for overall MIMO
cancellation. The NL-FIR’s are the non-linear finite im-
pulse response filter, recreating the digital copy of the
unique component for the self-talk and cross-talks to be
canceled at a receive chain.

tional filter tap increases the size of cancellation boards
in analog and FPGA resource consumption in digital can-
cellation. For analog cancellation, our circuits consumed
110sq.cm of board area compared to nearly 216sq.cm
for the SISO replication based design for a 3-antenna
MIMO full duplex system. For example, we found ex-
perimentally that reducing the number of digital filter
taps from 1185 to 485 for a 3 antenna MIMO radio
means that a lower class Xilinx Kintex series FPGA has
sufficient DSP resources to implement the cancellation,
whereas the SISO replication based design would require
the higher end Virtex FPGA [8]. This translates to enor-
mous power savings, a Virtex FPGA consumes nearly
80W of power whereas a Kintex consumes only 40W on
twice as less [9]. Power reduction translates to less heat
and consequently simpler AP designs. Also to ultimately
realize the design in compact boards, reducing the num-
ber of taps as much as possible is a must. A final con-
sequence is the tuning time to compute the weights for
each of these taps also reduces linearly with lesser num-
ber of taps (tuning time is pure overhead since during
tuning the radio cannot be used for communication).

Reduction in Tx power waste: The amount of power
that needs to be coupled off from the transmit paths to
powering cancellation circuits depends linearly on the
number of taps in the cancellation circuits. This is be-
cause each tap is of course only useful if some copy of
the transmitted signal is passed through it, and in addition

each tap has loss associated with it that adds up. Thus re-
ducing number of taps helps reduce TX power waste.
3.2 Reducing Residue: Joint Training
The goal of digital cancellation is to clean out any re-
maining residual self-interference. Once again, a natu-
ral question is why not reuse the digital cancellation al-
gorithms designed for SISO? In other words, for each
receive chain in a M antenna full duplex MIMO radio,
run M separate digital cancellation algorithms that esti-
mate the chain’s own self-talk and the other M−1 cross-
talk interference components. These algorithms work by
estimating the distortion experienced by each of the in-
terference (both for linear and non-linear components).
They then apply the estimated distortion functions to the
known baseband copy of the transmitted signal and sub-
tract it from the received signal.

The above approach doesn’t work because every ad-
ditional and independent digital cancellation algorithm
we use in the receive chain linearly increases the resid-
ual interference after cancellation. In other words, per-
formance worsens linearly with the number of MIMO
chains. To see why, we start with describing why even a
simplified SISO digital self-interference cancellation al-
gorithm will have some residual interference that cannot
be canceled.

Digital cancellation works in two stages, first there is a
training phase and then cancellation phase. The training
phase uses training symbols (e.g. the WiFi preamble),
and the assumption is that there is no desired received
signal from the other full duplex node. The training sym-
bols are used to estimate the self-interference. Let’s say
the training self-interference symbol is s as seen in Fig.
8.a. The self- interference symbol is being received after
transmission from the same radio (for simplicity assume
there is no distortion from the channel), and the receiver
adds its own noise n1 (variance σ2) to the received signal
(this noise comes from effects such as quantization in the
ADC). Hence the received signal y1 can be written as,

y1 = s+n1

The best estimate of the self-interference s in this case
is simply y1 However this estimate ŝ has some estima-
tion error, which in this case is simply the power of the
receiver noise as show below:

ŝ = y1, E((s− ŝ)2) = E(n2
1) = σ2

How can we use this estimate to cancel subsequent self-
interference? For simplifying the description, let’s as-
sume the packet that is being transmitted and is acting
as self-interference is simply the same training symbol
repeated throughout the packet (real world packets are
of course not trivial like this, but this assumption does
not change the basic insight below). To cancel this self-
interference throughout the packet, the algorithm will
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Figure 8: This figure shows the transmitted and received packets for a SISO full duplex, 2 antenna MIMO full duplex
with the traditional training technique, and our design with the novel training technique. Notice the training sym-
bol structure in the last figure, this allows us to reduce the estimation error by half for the self-talk and cross-talk
components for a 2 antenna MIMO radio.

simply subtract the above estimate from the overall re-
ceived signal. Lets say x is the actual desired received
signal, the overall signal received is y, and the signal af-
ter cancellation, are given by:

y = x+ s+n3

y− ŝ︸︷︷︸
cancellation

= x+ s− ŝ︸︷︷︸
estimation error =σ2

+ n3︸︷︷︸
RX noise

As we can see, the estimation error shows up as residual
interference with variance of σ2. As the best known prior
design has shown this is on the order of 1dB over the
half-duplex noise floor.
SISO Replication based MIMO design: It’s now easy
to see why a design for MIMO that simply uses M repli-
cas of the digital cancellation algorithm at each receive
chain for the self-talk and the M − 1 cross-talk interfer-
ence signals increases the estimation error roughly by a
factor of M. The training symbol structure for a 2× 2
MIMO transmission is shown in the Fig. 8.b. above, es-
sentially there are two training symbols s1 and s2 sent
over two slots from the two different transmit chains.
The algorithms at a particular receive chain use these
symbols like in the SISO case to estimate the self-talk
and the cross-talk, and each of them will have their own
estimation error. When these estimates are used for can-
cellation, the estimation errors add up, and the overall
estimation error (or residual self-interference) at each re-
ceive chain is theoretically two times the SISO case. The
math below shows the above intuition formally. First,
the estimates for the self-talk and cross-talk symbols are
given by:

ŝ1 = y1, E((s1 − ŝ1)
2) = σ2

ŝ2 = y2, E((s2 − ŝ2)
2) = σ2

When canceling to attempt to recover the desired re-
ceived signal x, we can calculate the estimation error as
follows: y = x+ s1 + s2 +n3

y− ŝ1 − ŝ2︸ ︷︷ ︸
cancellation

= x+ s1 − ŝ1︸ ︷︷ ︸
σ2

+s2 − ŝ2︸ ︷︷ ︸
σ2

+ n3︸︷︷︸
RX noise

As we can see, the estimation error shows up as resid-
ual interference with variance of 2σ2, both self-talk and

cross-talk estimation introduce σ2 error. We can re-
cursively show that for a general M antenna full du-
plex MIMO radio, the estimation error and consequently
residual interference on each receive chain goes to Mσ2.
Our Design: Our key contribution is a novel training
symbol structure and estimation algorithm that reduces
the estimation error for each interference component at
each receiver chain (self-talk or cross-talk) to σ2/M for
a full duplex M ×M MIMO radio. The key insight is to
re-design the training symbols to reduce the estimation
error. Specifically instead of sending training symbols
from each of the transmit chains separately in consec-
utive time slots, we send a combination of all of them
from each transmitter in parallel. The idea is to actually
leverage the fact that there are two transmitters that could
be leveraged to transmit training information jointly and
thereby improve accuracy, there is no need to treat each
of them separately. Doing so requires an intelligent joint
training symbol design so that each symbol can be esti-
mated as a linear combination of the received transmis-
sions. Fig. 8.c. shows the main idea. We use a similar set
of equations as before to show formally why this works.
As seen in Fig. 8.c., the training symbols are transmit-
ted by chain 1 and chain 2 simultaneously. In time slot
1, transmitter 1 and 2 transmit s1 and −s2, respectively.
And in time slot 2, transmitter 1 and 2 transmit s1 and s2
respectively. Receiver 1, receives the combined symbols
in time-slot 1 and time-slot 2, y1 and y2. Thus:

y1 = s1 + s2 +n1, y2 = s1 − s2 +n2

Lets assume the rest of the transmissions from the two
chains are just repetitions of the same symbols s1 and s2
respectively (again this is for description simplicity and
suffices to explain the insight). We need to get estimates
for the data symbols s1 and s2 using the two received
training symbols y1 and y2. The best estimates are given
by:

ŝ1 =
y1 + y2

2
, E(s1 − ŝ1)

2 = E(
(n1 +n2

2
)2) =

σ2

2

ŝ2 =
y1 − y2

2
, E(s2 − ŝ2)

2 = E(
(n1 −n2

2
)2) =

σ2

2
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As we can see, the error in each of these estimates (self-
talk and cross-talk) is σ2/2. Now when these estimates
are used for cancellation, the following equation results:

y = x+ s1 + s2 +n3

y− ŝ1 − ŝ2︸ ︷︷ ︸
cancellation

= x+ s1 − ŝ1︸ ︷︷ ︸
σ2
2

+s2 − ŝ2︸ ︷︷ ︸
σ2
2

+ n3︸︷︷︸
RX noise

As we can see the residual interference is only σ2, rather
than the 2σ2 that would have resulted from the SISO
replication based design. Further, we can show by re-
cursion that this residual is the same as the SISO design,
i.e. there is no linear increase with the number of MIMO
chains as the number of antennas increases. Implemen-
tation of this technique for wide-band OFDM systems is
detailed in [1] based on [27].
Training in presence of another signal: While describ-
ing our algorithm above, we implicitly assumed that
there is no other signal during the training phase, al-
though in practice that might not be the case. This as-
sumption however is not necessary. That is, even if
there is a signal x as in the case of data, the algorithm
would still work; the only change would be that the ef-
fective noise would now be x+n j instead of n j at a given
RX chain j and we use regularized least-squares estima-
tion [14]. The downside is that the additional signal in-
creases the interference during the training, thereby also
increasing the number of samples or time required for
convergence. Specifically, if interference to noise ratio
after projecting the received signal on to the Tx signal
space in least-squares is z, then it would take z times
more samples to converge to the optimal point.

4 Robust MIMO Interference Cancellation

Interference cancellation needs to be robust to enable
consistent full duplex operation in the face of frequent
channel changes. To accomplish this, both analog and
digital cancellation need to continuously tune their fil-
ter taps to maintain cancellation. The main bottleneck
is tuning analog cancellation, since digital cancellation
can be tuned on a per-packet basis in software as prior
work has shown [30, 23, 14]. Tuning analog circuits re-
quires measuring the residue in digital and then send-
ing control signals to analog components, which is rela-
tively slow. Minimizing the amount of time required to
tune here is therefore critical, since during the time spent
tuning packets likely cannot be received. We focus on
this problem in this paper and re-use the algorithms from
prior work for tuning digital cancellation.

The prior SISO full duplex design demonstrated a
technique to tune a single analog cancellation in around
a millisecond. However, as before if we were to naively
replicate the same algorithm for all the self-interference
components, we would need M2ms for a M antenna full

duplex MIMO radio (e.g. 9ms for a 3 antenna full du-
plex). Such a high overhead is untenable for moderately
mobile environments where the channel changes on av-
erage every 60ms (e.g. WiFi hotspots).

In this paper we propose a novel technique that re-
duces tuning time by three orders of magnitude, i.e. an
algorithm that tunes the circuit in 8μs. Note that this al-
gorithm also applies to the SISO case, and therefore im-
proves on the best known prior SISO design too. Our in-
sight is to model the cancellation circuit as a filter whose
response we are tuning to match as closely as possible
the frequency response of the self-interference channel.
Like prior work, we estimate the frequency response of
the cancellation circuit for different combinations of fil-
ter tap values. The pre-calculated response is represented
in a matrix A, whose each column is the frequency re-
sponse of the analog cancellation circuit for a particular
value of the filter tap at K different frequencies in the
band of interest (e.g. K=128 for a 20MHz bandwidth in
our current prototype for WiFi). Now assuming H( f )
is the frequency response of the self-talk channel in the
frequency domain (i.e. the channel introduced by the
antenna, circulator and any strong environmental reflec-
tions), the analog cancellation tuning problem reduces
to:

min
x

||H −Ax||2

Where, H is the column consisting of H( f ) at different
frequencies, and x, represents a binary indicator vector
for selecting the corresponding filter tap values as in [14].

The efficacy of the tuning that results from the above
problem depends on the accuracy in the measurement
of H( f ). We can measure H( f ) using the preamble of
the received interference signal y(t) (e.g. the first two
OFDM symbols of a transmitted WiFi packet which are
known preamble symbols). The challenge is measuring
the frequency response of the interference channel ac-
curately. The accuracy is limited by the linearity of the
transmit-receive chain, which is 30dB, By this we mean
that any initial measurement can only have an accuracy
of 30dB. The main reason is that the transceiver produces
non-linearities which act as noise to the channel estima-
tion algorithm. In other words the received interference
signal y(t) has non-linearities that are only 30dB below
the main linear signal component. Our key contribution
in this paper is a technique to accurately measure this
channel quickly in the presence of non-linearities and
tune analog cancellation.
Source of error and its magnitude: The transmitter
produces non-linearities 30 dB lower than the transmitted
signal. To show mathematically, say x(t) is the baseband
signal that is being transmitted after up-conversion and
amplification, we can write

xtx(t) = x(t)+a3x(t)3 +a5x(t)5 +a7x(t)7 + . . .+w(t)
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This transmitted signal xtx(t) is somewhat known to us
because we know x(t), however its non-linear compo-
nents and the transmit noise w(t) are unknown . This sig-
nal further undergoes the circulator and antenna channel
H( f ) (which we wish to estimate), so when its received
at the receiver the frequency domain representation of
the received signal is given by:

Y ( f ) = H( f )∗F (x(t)+a3x(t)3 + . . .)+ transmit noise

Here, a3 is around 10(−30/20), i.e., its 30 dB lower. Fur-
ther transmit noise distortion is 40 dB lower than the sig-
nal level of x(t). The challenge is that our channel esti-
mation algorithm is only going to use its knowledge of
x(t) to estimate the channel H( f ), and the other terms in
the received interference signal limit the accuracy of the
estimation to 30dB (the estimation noise is 30dB lower).
Accurate, Iterative method: The key idea is to run the
estimation algorithm in an iterative fashion. Remember
that the WiFi preamble has two OFDM symbols, each of
length 4μs. After the first OFDM symbol, we solve the
above equation to produce an inaccurate estimate of the
interference channel Ha and tune the cancellation circuit
to achieve (at best) 30dB of cancellation (we cannot can-
cel more than our estimation accuracy). Now when we
obtain the second preamble symbol, we know that the
non-linearities and the transmit noise components that
were producing the error are reduced by 30dB. We can
exploit this fact by the following trick:
We transmit one OFDM symbol to estimate the inaccu-
rate Ha, which can be written as a function of accurate H
as, Ha = H +e1 . Note e1 is 30 dB lower than H. We use
the same algorithm as [14] to optimize the following,

min
x

||Ha −Ax||2

which produces the solution as x̂, which gives us the val-
ues to use in the filter taps. We program the cancellation
circuit using these values and achieve a 30 dB cancella-
tion. Next, when we transmit second OFDM symbol and
measure the channel response we get:

Hb = (H −Ax̂)+ e2

Notice that e2 is 30 dB lower then H −Ax̂ and H −Ax̂
is 30 dB lower than H. So in essence e2 is 60 dB lower
than H. Define,

H̃ = Hb +Ax̂

H̃ = H + e2

Thus, we can this new estimate H̃ with an error that is
60 dB lower. We use this estimate to re-tune the op-
timization algorithm and find a solution x̃ that tells us
what values to use for the analog filter taps. This new
solution provides 60 dB cancellation. Further, we only
needed two OFDM symbols of 4μs each to get to this
cancellation.

Extension to Cascaded Filter Structure: The above
description is for a single cancellation circuit, but our
MIMO design has a cascaded structure of multiple cir-
cuits. This leads to a combinatorial explosion in the pa-
rameter space that makes the problem NP hard to solve if
we use the above approach. In this subsection we present
a trick to approximate the overall combinatorial prob-
lem via two reduced complexity problems which can be
solved using the same technique as the SISO one pre-
sented above.

We describe the algorithm in the context of tuning the
cancellation circuits at receiver 1 for self and cross-talk
in a 2 antenna MIMO radio. Lets say H11 is the self-
talk channel response and H12 is the cross-talk channel
response. The general tuning problem can be stated as:

minimize
x1,x2

t (2)

subject to norm(H11 −A1x1)≤ t (3)
norm(H12 − (A1x1)� (A2x2))≤ t (4)

Where, � represents the element wise multiplication
of the column, and t represents the analog cancellation
achieved, and A1 is the response of the self-talk cancel-
lation board with N taps in Fig.5 and A2 is the response
of the cascade cancellation board with C taps. The sec-
ond constraint Eq. 4 renders the problem irreducible
to a convex solvable form, and in fact the columnwise
multiplication of the indicator variable vectors explodes
the problem space and makes it a NP hard combinatorial
problem.

We use a novel trick to approximate and help solve this
problem practically. Since the first constraint in Eq. 3 is
trying to find A1x1 = H11, we can approximate A1x1 in
the next constraint, Eq.4 with H11 which is known (since
we measured H11). This is of course an approximation,
but it suffices to solve for x2 using this substitution since
we are after all trying to emulate the same cascaded chan-
nel response structure using our circuits as described in
Sec. 3. Thus instead of a cascade of unknown variables,
the new problem to solve is

minimize
x1,x2

t (5)

subject to norm(H11 −A1x1)≤ t (6)
norm(H12 −H11 � (A2x2))≤ t (7)

This new problem is no longer a combinatorial prob-
lem. This can be reduced to an integer program, which
can be solved using randomized rounding in fraction of
micro seconds practically [14]. Thus in effect the sub-
stitution trick reduces the non-tractable combinatorial
problem into a tractable problem, whose solution can be
found using the techniques described above. The tuning
time for each MIMO chain is still two OFDM symbols,
and the overall tuning time for the MIMO radio therefore
scales linearly with M, the number of chains.
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5 Evaluation

In this section, we experimentally demonstrate that our
MIMO full duplex design almost completely cancels all
self-talk and cross-talk interference to the noise floor
with a low-complexity design. We also show that this
translates to a doubling of throughput for the link perfor-
mance.

We implement our design using four WARP v2 boards
for building a 3 × 3 MIMO full duplex link. We de-
sign our own boards for analog cancellation and integrate
them with the WARP boards. At each receive chain, we
have analog circuits with 12 taps for the self-talk cancel-
lation, 4 taps for the first cross talk and 2 taps for the far-
thest transceiver. In total we have 56 taps in the analog
cancellation circuits for a 3 antenna full duplex MIMO
radio, and total of 485 filter taps in digital cancellation.
Since the WARP cannot generate 20dBm transmit power,
we use an external off-the-shelf power amplifier [5].

We compare against the SISO replication based design
primarily. This is the straightforward replication of the
recently published SISO full duplex design as discussed
at the start of Sec. 3. We compare against two variants of
this design. One is a design that fully replicates the ana-
log and digital cancellation implementations for all self-
talk and cross-talk cancellations. As discussed before the
complexity of this design is a factor of two higher for
analog and 2.5× higher for digital compared to our de-
sign. We call this design SISO Replication. However to
make an apples to apples comparison with our design we
also implement a SISO replication design with the same
complexity as our design. The difference compared to
our design is that, it neither use the cascaded structure
nor the novel estimation algorithm, but simply replicates
the SISO design with lower number of taps. We ex-
periment with the tap distribution between self-talk and
cross-talk to obtain the best overall cancellation. We call
this compared approach SISO Low Complexity Repli-
cation.

The best recent work that we could compare for
MIMO full duplex is MIDUs [11]. However this de-
sign only works for small bandwidths (i.e. 500KHz).
Further, it relies on obtaining 50dB of cancellation us-
ing antenna cancellation (which itself requires more an-
tennas per MIMO chain and is problematic), and then
complements it with another 30dB of digital cancella-
tion. However when we go to normal bandwidths of
20MHz found in WiFi signals, then the antenna cancel-
lation reduces to 40dB at best, and hence we are limited
to a total of 70dB of cancellation. This is significantly
worse than SISO replication, and hence we omit com-
parisons against MIDU. SISO replication is in fact the
best comparable technique that we can compare our de-
sign to.
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Figure 9: Spectrum plot after cancellation of various self-
talk and cross-talk components for RX1 of a 3× 3 full
duplex system using our design.

Unless stated otherwise, all experiments are conducted
by placing the two full duplex nodes at various locations
in our department building. At each location, we repeat
the experiment ten times and calculate the average per-
formance.
5.1 Can we cancel all the interference for 3

antenna full duplex MIMO ?
The first claim made in this paper is capability of can-
celing all of the interference for the 3 × 3 MIMO. To
prove this, we experimentally test if we can fully can-
cel a WiFi 802.11n 20MHz signal upto a max transmit
power of 20dBm for a 3×3 MIMO. To demonstrate we
first pick one instance of this experiment, and show the
spectrum plot of the received self-interference after var-
ious stages of cancellation in Fig. 9. Remember, that in
analog we first cancel the chain’s own self-talk leaking
through the circulator, and then the cross-talk from the
other two antennas. Finally, we apply our digital cancel-
lation step to clean up the residual. We see that overall in
analog we achieve 68-70dB of self-interference cancella-
tion after all three stages. This satisfies the requirements
outlined in Sec. 2.

We now place the node at several different locations
in the testbed. At each location we vary the overall TX
power from 16dBm to 20dBm and plot the average can-
cellation for each power across all locations. At each lo-
cation and for each power, we conduct 40 runs. The goal
is to show that we can consistently cancel to the noise
floor for a variety of transmit powers up to and including
the max average TX power of 20dBm. In each instance
of the above experiment, we also measure the increase
in noise floor due to any residual self-interference that is
not canceled. Note that the increase in noise floor rep-
resents the SNR loss the received signal will experience
when the node is used in full duplex mode. Fig. 10 plots
the average cancellation and the increase in noise floor
as a function of TX power.
Fig. 10 shows that our 3-antenna MIMO full duplex de-
sign cancels the entire self interference almost to the
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Figure 10: Increase in noise floor vs TX power on the left
side and Cancellation vs TX power on the right side. For
different MIMO cancellation designs, we present the per-
formance of a full duplex 3 antenna full duplex MIMO
system.

noise floor. In case of max average transmit power of
20dBm [14], the noise floor is increased by 1.6dB over
each receive chain’s noise floor. The SISO replication
design increases the noise floor by 4dB per receive chain,
while the SISO low complexity replication approach in-
creases the noise floor by 25dB. Finally, the performance
of our design and the SISO replication design scales with
increasing TX power, while the other replication based
design is limited due to its inability to cancel the increas-
ing transmit noise and non-linearities due to the reduced
number of taps available to it.

5.2 Scaling with the number of MIMO an-
tennas

A question with MIMO is how does full duplex perfor-
mance scale with increasing number of transmit chains.
The ideal case would be to maintain the same level of
cancellation at each RX chain as the number of transmit
antennas increase, starting from one antenna. In other
words, even with increasing number of transmit anten-
nas and cross-talk components that need to be canceled,
we retain the same performance as if there was a single
transmit antenna and a single self-interference signal to
deal with. Fig. 11 plots the increase in the noise floor
at one receive chain as we go from one transmit chain
to three transmit chains for a MIMO radio for both our
design as well as the SISO replication technique. The
overall TX power is fixed to be 20dBm (additional 10 dB
of PAPR for WiFi [14], i.e., total 30 dBm) to adhere to
ISM band EIRP requirements. Hence if we use a single
transmit chain, then all the 20dBm is used for a single an-
tenna. If we use two chains, then each antenna produces
a 17dBm signal and so on.

As we can see from the figure, our design maintains
a near-constant performance even as we go from one to
three transmit chains. In other words, the performance is
roughly the same regardless of the number of cross-talk
components (We do wish to note that we could not go be-
yond three transmit chains due to hardware limitations,
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Figure 11: Increase in noise floor at a RX chain as the
number of MIMO chains and consequently the number
of cross-talk components increase from 1 to 3. With
our design we observe a 2.5 dB improvement for 3× 3
MIMO per RX chain compared to the SISO replication
design.

verifying the above claim for higher number of transmit
chains is future work). On the other hand, the SISO repli-
cation design shows the noise floor increasing linearly
with increasing number of transmit chains, a fact we pro-
vided theoretical intuition for in Sec. 3.2. Thus this de-
sign will look worse as we scale to higher MIMO config-
urations. We omit the SISO low complexity replication
approach because its results are significantly worse.

5.3 Dynamic Adaptation

An important metric for analog cancellation is how
quickly can it be tuned, and how often do we need
to tune? The best know prior technique [14] required
around 1 millisecond to tune a single SISO analog can-
cellation circuit. So for a 3 × 3 MIMO, applying the
same algorithm will take at least 9ms for the SISO repli-
cation based design. In this section we show the effi-
cacy of our new tuning algorithm which cuts the tuning
time to 8μs per receive chain. Fig. 12 shows the tuning
time as a function of the amount of analog cancellation.
To achieve the 70dB analog cancellation, our algorithm
takes 8μs per chain, for a total of 24μs for the full ra-
dio. The prior work as we can see take a millisecond
per chain. The interesting takeaway is that both schemes
achieve 40dB of analog cancellation fairly quickly (with
one preamble symbol, i.e. 4μs), but our scheme cov-
ers the final 30dB in one more step of 4μs, while the
prior scheme takes an exponential number of symbols
to achieve that. The reason for this improvement is pre-
cisely our ability to get a precise measurement of the self-
interference channel using the trick described in Sec. 4.

A second question is how often one needs to tune?
This depends on the environment and the amount of ana-
log cancellation that needs to be maintained. In this pa-
per, we tune for challenging indoor environments which
have strong multi-path (this is the main source of analog
cancellation degradation). We define a near-field coher-
ence time which depends on the amount of analog can-
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Figure 12: Tuning time for analog cancellation. The first
figure shows the three orders of magnitude improvement
in tuning time with our algorithm compared to the best
known prior approach. The second figure shows how of-
ten this tuning algorithm needs to be run for an indoor
environment.

cellation and is essentially the time for which that analog
cancellation can be maintained on average before the cir-
cuits need to be retuned. Fig. 12 plots the near-field co-
herence time for three different analog cancellation tar-
gets. As we can see, to maintain an analog cancellation
of 70dB, we need to retune roughly every 60ms. Our
tuning overhead is 24μs, which is negligible.

5.4 Does Full Duplex Double Throughput?

A final question is whether all this cancellation per-
formance translates to a the desired doubling of over-
all throughput. We show experimentally the throughput
gains of our 3× 3 MIMO full duplex design compared
to the SISO replication based design. Two full duplex
3-antenna MIMO nodes are placed at different locations
and we send 1000 packets in full duplex mode between
them, and then send 1000 packets for each direction of
the half duplex mode. We repeat this experiment for each
bitrate that is available in WiFi. We pick the bitrate which
maximizes the overall throughput for all of the compared
full duplex designs and half duplex respectively. We re-
peat this experiment for 50 different locations. We found
the received power of the links varied uniformly between
−45 to −80dBm, across locations as found in typical in-
door deployments. To put these numbers in perspective,
this implies that the SNR of the links in half duplex mode
ranges from 5dB to 40dB. We plot the throughput for half
duplex and full duplex designs in Fig. 13. Note that all
of these throughput numbers account for the overhead in-
troduced by the periodic analog cancellation tuning. As
we can see, our full duplex system achieves a median
throughput gain of 1.95× over the half duplex mode, but
the SISO replication based design with full complexity
only achieves a 1.36× gain. The reason is the higher in-
crease in noise floor from the SISO replication based de-
sign. For example, if the link SNR in half duplex mode is
10dB, a 4dB increase in noise floor will result in worse
overall throughput for full duplex compared to running
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Figure 13: CDF of throughput gain relative to half duplex
3× 3 WiFi MIMO. Our 3× 3 MIMO system provides a
median gain of 95% relative to half duplex, whereas the
SISO replication design only provides a 1.36× relative
gain.

the link in half duplex mode. Our ability to keep the
noise floor constant results in a performance close to the
theoretical optimum.

The SISO replication based design with lower com-
plexity is quite poor, in fact in 70% of the scenarios, the
throughput was zero. This is because it increases the
noise floor by at least 25dB which acts as noise and if
the SNR is below 30dB no signal is decoded (WiFi re-
quires a minimum of 4−5dB SNR to decode the lowest
rate packet). As the half-duplex link SNR increases, the
performance improves but is still not sufficient to beat
the system throughput achieved by half duplex. The rea-
son is that even if the link half-duplex SNR is 35dB, it
implies that we only have two 10dB links for full duplex.
The throughput achieved with a single 35dB half duplex
link is still higher than two 10dB links. Consequently
the only region where we could find improvements for
full duplex over half duplex with this design was when
the link SNR was greater than 38dB.

6 Conclusion

This paper brings towards completion a line of work on
PHY layer of full duplex radios, and shows that practical
full duplex is achievable for the most common wireless
protocols and for MIMO while using commodity radios.
The cancellation techniques developed in this paper
are fundamental and apply to a wide variety of prob-
lems [20, 13, 18] where self-interference cancellation
is needed. While this work wraps up work on board
level realizations of full duplex, much work remains
in realizing these designs in a chip. Tackling these
problems is future work.
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